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would have been preferable, for accurate location of many of the 'tops' un
named, and without stated height on the 1 in O.S. map. The different type
founts on pages 25 and 26 are unsatisfactory, breaking the register and easy
linear reference over the spread to each feature. The illustrations in this edition
are a new feature, but considering the wealth of excellent photographs in the
S.M.C. Journal, it is difficult to understand why some of those in this volume
have been selected for inclusion. The 'View west from Cairngorm' is parti
cularly disappointing, and the quality of their printing leaves much to be
desired, spoiling what is otherwise an excellent production. R. G. Inglis

Mountaineering journals
La Montagne et Alpinisme I968-9 December 1968. This issue contains an
account of the ascent of the South face of Peak Communism (A.J. 74 25).
Limestone climbing in the gorges of Verdon, a ski traverse from the Mediterr
anean to the Atlantic across the Pyrenees (Part 2) and climbing in the Aioui
massif in Morocco (2000 ft rock pillars, TD sup., only twenty-five pitons) are
all covered and there is a very good article by Yves Pollet-Villard on safety
whilst ski-ing on glaciers.

February 1969. Pierre Henry writes on legendary ascents of Mont Blanc, one
of them being the supposed ascent of the Bosses arete by J-M. Couttet. The
article includes two superb aerial photos of the mountain. J-L. Peres writes
about 'Montagnes Catalanes' and B. Amy recounts a ski traverse of the Corsican
high-level route.

April. Henri Agresti gives an account of a very industrious French expedition
to the Wakhan (A.J. 74 214); there is an article on leading grade-six climbs in the
Alps by one of the best women climbers in Europe, Simone Badier, and also an
interesting article on eagles in the Valais.

June. This issue has an open letter from the father of two young French
climbers who were killed in a climbing accident; he himself, being a climber,
was able to accept the loss of his children to a sport which had given them so
much enjoyment. Yannick Seigneur describes a new route on the North face
of the Granier and there are articles on the mountains of Turkey (by S. E. P.
Nowill) and Climbs in Central Switzerland, and yet another discussion on the
best way to climb ice.

October. The opening article is an account of the 1968 French expedition to
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the Staunings Alps of Greenland, J-P. Marty discusses the proposal to create
a national park in the volcanic region of the Auvergne and gardeners will
appreciate J-M. Spas' advice on the creation of an Alpine garden.

December. The first ascent of the orth Spur of Shakhaur in the Hindu
Kush (p 175 above) is described by Claude Jager, and Gaston Rebuffat writes
about some of his 'spare-time' first ascents. Marcel Jail looks at the future of a
number of small, sparsely inhabited Alpine villages in the Haute Maurienne
and a description of a ski route through the Jura is given by Pierre Brunschwig.
In addition to the maps some practical advice is given to those intending to
follow this 150 km long route.

'Chronique Alpine', appearing in every issue, is as usual a mass of information
on what is happening in the climbing world. La Montagne has superb photo
graphs and very good presentation. Mick Burke

Les Alpes 1969 No I An opening article by Henri Furrer on climbing in the
Bregaglia on the Ago de Sciora, Bacone West ridge and the spectacular Fiamma
should be of interest to all rock climbers who have already visited or wish to
visit this area. Ernst Reiss describes his ascent of the Silberhorn North face
with the late Oskar Eberle. Relatively little is known of this somewhat un
frequented Oberland ice-climb, and accounts of such routes are always
welcome.

Ski-ing naturally gets its fair coverage; the High Level route from Saas Fee to
Chamonix, Mont Pourri, the Domes de Miage and spring ski-ing in the
region of Oisans. All these articles are well illustrated.

Rene Arnold of Zermatt gives a short but interesting description of climbing
the Matterhorn by a combination of ascending and descending its four ridges
with Sepp Graven in one day. Even in this age of 'extremism' such an under
taking is an oustanding feat ofstamina and mountaineering ability.

The remainder of the number is taken up with topics of general interest to suit
most readers; from Alpine flora to expeditions in Iceland and Greenland, and
experiences as far afield as Martinique.

No 2 A good issue keeping more strictly to mountaineering topics. More
general subjects vary from the age-old question 'by which pass did Hannibal
cross the Alps ?', to the pleasures of a holiday around the lower regions of the
Aletsch glacier.

Jakob Meier gives an interesting description of his mountain journey from
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Chamonix to the Mediterranean; Hans Steinbichler writes a well-illustrated
article on climbing and ski-ing in the Oberland and Valais; and there is a brief
reference to the Route Major.

The account of a successful ski-mountaineering expedition in British Columbia
makes good reading, and likewise an informative article on the dangers of
lightning and how best to avoid being struck. This recently appeared in
ALpinismus and is now rendered into French. The knowledge of such dangers,
together with the correct precautions, is invaluable to all mountaineers.

Climbing in the region of the Mediterranean is given good coverage, with
articles on Corsica and the Calanques. The photos are impressive and clearly
illustrate the excellent potential for the rock climber in the area. The dependa
bility of the weather makes for an added attraction.

No 3 A varied selection to suit all tastes from normal routes on Valaisian
'Four Thousanders' to the grade VI in the Dolomites and climbs further afield.

Karl-Wilhelm Specht writes of his tours on the Alphubel, Weissmies and
Bishorn. Max Niedermann tells of his experiences on the West Zinne North
face, Cassin route, and Yvette Vaucher of hers on the Civetta. Michel Vaucher
gives a detailed account, with a useful route photo, of two first ascents in the
Mont Dolent massif, and Pierre Sala describes the first winter ascent of the
Ober Gabelhorn North-east wall.

In addition to mountaineering activities outside the Alps in Canada, Turkey
and the Hindu Kush, more general subjects deal with Cecil Slingsby (1849
1929), the father of Nordic climbing and bivouacs by Emil Gos (1888-1969)'

No 4 In this number a variety of articles from climbing and glaciology to
animal life and mountain huts. Perhaps not of such interest to climbers as the
previous three issues, as there are only two references to Alpine mountaineering.

Rudolf Sauser gives a good account of three Oberland ice-routes done during
the late autumn on the North faces of the Doldenhorn, Ebnefluh and Bliimlisal
phorn, and Maurice Roux-Mayoud writes a short but graphic description of
Mont Blanc de Cheilon North face.

As usual there appears a long, detailed and well-illustrated account of the
glaciers of the Swiss Alps for the period 1967-8. It always seems a pity that
such interesting information is restricted to those with a good knowledge of
German.
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Dr G. O. Dyhrenfurth's 'Chronique Himalayenne' gives a summary of
Himalayan activity in 1968, with an additional note on the Netherlands 1967
expedition to West Nepal, and there is a translation from English of G. R. E.
Brooke's expedition to Iceland with the climbing of Herthubreith.

Les Alpes has as usual maintained its high standards, dealing with a wide
variety of subject-matter, but still giving a fair coverage to Alpine activities.
Mountaineering in the Alps, whatever the class of route, will for many years
still hold top priority in interest with most readers. Although expeditions
play an all-important role in mountaineering development they are as yet still
beyond the limits of time and finance for the majority. Jeremy Talbot

Osterreichische Alpenzeitung 1969 The contents of this journal are never
ruffled by the wind of change. It resembles the sort of school 'mag' which used
to be produced before the sixth form took control of the editorial chair and
turned the magazine into an Anarchists Review-good solid stuff, with first
ascents taking the place of the first eleven. The photographs, one feels, are
there to provide visual records, with none of this mountain art nonsense.

Given all this, what is there in it to interest the British reader? Well, there are
a few useful items in this year's collection that he is unlikely to find elsewhere.

In the Jan/Feb issue Hubert Peterka, of guide-book fame, writes about the
various routes on the Hochgall. When Peterka sets his hand to one of these
pieces (he did it to the Olperer last year) he really produces a first class, erudite
account of a mountain and its routes. This issue also contains Gerhard Neu
wirth's account of the Karntner Hindu Kush expedition, with particular
reference to the Dir Gol; the expedition made an unsuccessful attempt on
Tirich Mir. In the March/April number Bruno Klausbruckner describes the
second ascent ofthe East face of Mount Kenya.

Continued from last year is Gruber's 'Kundfahrt nach Nordost-ChitraI', this
time discussing the various panoramic views published in the May/June issue:
useful detail for intending visitors to the area. Also useful is a full summary of
the Austrian 1968 expeditions in Wakhan and ChitraI. Of more general
interest are the lists of new routes in the Eastern Alps from 1961 to 1963, in the
same issue, and in the Western Alps from 1961 to 1967 in the July/Aug issue.
The lists give dates, names ofparty and journal references where fuller accounts
can be found. The few cross-checks I made confirmed the impression of careful
accuracy, though I doubt whether many would agree with the combining of
names of the British and French parties on the first ascent of the Central
Pillar of Freney-especially as Desmaison's comes first!
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Anyone who wants to play One-upmanship in the pub will find the Sept/Oct
issue invaluable-there is a list of new routes in Greece. Also an account of the
first ascent of the North face of Sa1cantay by Bruno Klausbruckner and a
summary of recent British and French Hindu Kush expeditions.

Further valuable information about recent developments in the Hindu Kush
is to be found in the Nov/Dec issue with its summary of the 1968 Japanese
expeditions, and there is also a review of mountaineering in North and South
America in 1968. Walt Unsworth

Der Bergsteiger 1969 The more one sees of this magazine, the more one
admires it. The editorial team knows exactly what the readers want and gives
it to them in massive doses, beautifully done. It may be parochial in outlook
but that is its purpose, and the result is that the Eastern Alps are well catered
for. One wishes there was a British magazine of equal scope and calibre,
dealing with British mountains.

It is one of the few climbing magazines which can actually generate in the reader
enthusiasm for some obscure region. Even if you cannot read German, the
pictures will do the trick: coverage is often by saturation and the standard of
photography is very high indeed. The Biancograt article in the April issue, or
the Sextener Dolomite feature in the June issue, are cases in point.

Alpine photographers generally seem to try for the classic ideal of a distant
mountain with human foreground, or the neo-classic pose of a hard man on
even harder rock-in both cases seeking the Victorian concept of Man Alone
triumphing over the Wilderness of Nature. But in two pictures (May and
September) Der Bergsteiger shows the other side of the coin. The May picture
shows a human chain ascending the fixed ropes of the Geant, whilst the
September one is a most unusual telephoto shot of the ordinary Wildspitze
route, reminiscent of Alaskan gold-rush scenes. Der Bergsteiger can be as
romantic as anyone when it wishes, and frequently is, but it does have moments
of brutal frankness!

Two unusual series deserve mention, since they may be of real help to British
climbers. The first deals with the 'minor' rock climbs in and around the
Eastern Alps; what we would call outcrops, I suppose, and the photograph on
p 125 of the February issue bears a striking resemblance to Stoney Middleton,
though it is, in fact, on the Danube. The other series gives brief factual
information about 'off-beat' places, including how to get there and what to
see-Crete (Feb), Ararat (April) Dinaric Alps (June), Calanques (Aug)
(useful map here) and Spain (Sept).
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Ski-ing is well catered for, with numerous suggested tours, and accounts of the
remarkable ski descents by K. Lapuch and M. Oberegger of the Sonnblick
Nordwand and the East face of Monte Rosa (see also p. 3 I above).

Lightly flicking over a page devoted to the first traverse of the Dachstein
Sudwand by kittens (!) we come in the July issue, to an interesting article about
the Watzmann East face by F. Rasp. An accompanying photograph shows the
seven routes of the face and reveals scope for more.

Amongst the various items of new equipment reviewed over the year, the new
harness by Sporthaus Schuster seems to be the ultimate logical development
for this piece ofgear. A little constricting, perhaps, but very practical (April).

Walt Unsworth

Alpinismus 1969 With such complex subject-matter it becomes impossible
to deal with each separate article and topic however interesting, and it is only
possible to give a general overall summary.

Route descriptions, whether of new or existing climbs, are always first class,
with excellent photographs clear and precise. A great deal of attention is
devoted to this subject and the publication is an invaluable source of accurate
information.

The idea of selecting and describing a separate Alpine area in each issue adds
considerable interest, even though the trend is to the Eastern Alps. This
tendency should be beneficial to English climbers as this splendid area for
rock and ice climbing is relatively little known compared to the routes of
Chamonix, Zermatt and Grindelwald.

One article of special interest appearing in no 2 is an attempt to define the ten
finest ridge climbs in the Alps. Naturally in covering such a vast field selection
must inevitably be for the individual, but the choice is fair and varied, covering
both Eastern and Western Alps.

All forms of climbing, whether on rock, ice or combination, are given full
attention, but with a marked emphasis on the harder routes. In keeping, and
this applies to all grades of mountaineering, there is constant reference to
safety precautions and all types of equipment. Unfortunately a few pages
devoted to fashion ala mode have crept in, and these seem out ofcontext.

The presentation, subject-matter and photographic reproduction are excellent,
though the few pictures of the occasional Miidchen seem somewhat inappro
priate in a climbing publication. Overall, however, Alpinismus has maintained
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a constant source of variety and interest in each successive issue, and it can
only be hoped that such commendable standards will continue in the future.

Jeremy Talbot

Himalayan Journal (vol. 27) The first article in this issue is a translation
of Adolf Diemberger's history of mountaineering in the Hindu Kush (Jahrbuch
des Osterreichischen Alpen-Vereins, I96S pp 164-86), of great value to those
interested in the area. Some of the articles in the volume will be already familiar
to readers of the A.J., but there are others that will be welcomed as being less
well known. Chanchal Mitra deals with the first ascent of Tirsuli (23,210 ft)
on 9 October 1966, a climb involving some delicate ice work near the top,
to say nothing of formidable weather. Momhil Sar (24,090 ft) was climbed
by an Austrian party in 1964, and H. Schindlbacher's diary makes interesting
reading. Several Japanese expeditions are recorded: to Chamlang in 1962 and to
Dhaulagiri II in 1965, the first succeeding, but not the second. A Japanese
attempt on Khinyang Chhish in 1965 ended at 7200 m in a fatal accident.

Two articles are on non-climbing matters: Patricia Cox on a botanical expedi
tion to the Subansiri Division of the North-east Frontier Agency of India,
and Maynard Miller writes on 'Glacio-Meteorology on Mount Everest in 1963:
the Khumbu Glacier'. Several short articles deal with such peaks as Nanda
Khat (1961) in Kumaon; Langtang Lirung (1964); and Hanuman Parbat
(1966) in the Nanda Devi region, a peak attempted by W. H. Murray's party
in 1950. T. S. Blakeney

New Zealand Alpine Journal 1l)68 The New Zealanders are on the move.
Articles come in from all over the world. Antarctica, Peru, Canada, U.S.A.
Europe and Britain. On top of all this, of course, are numerous accounts of
new climbs in New Zealand. From the accounts of the difficult climbs accom
plished there one feels that there will be more 'touring sides' visiting Europe
to do the six north faces. There is a very interesting profile by Norman Hardie
ofour own President, Charles Evans.

Canadian Alpine Journal 11)69 With the exception of an account of an ascent
of Ancohuma in the Cordillera Real, the journal is mainly concerned with climbs
in Canada, Alaska and the North-west Territories. Despite all the scope in the
New World, there seems to be a growing interest in winter ascents (e.g. of
Mount Temple and Mount Waddington). Perhaps the store is at last starting
to run dry. One rather doubts it.

American Alpine Journal 11)69 has an historical account of the first ascent of
Mount McKinley. An article by RogerWhewellof the Rucksack Club is entitled
'A Yob's Eye View of the Quimsa Cruz'. Robbins has one of his usual very
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readable articles, on his solo ascent of the Muir Wall of EI Cap. There is an
article by Fritz Wiessner on the would be new universal grading system. It
will be interesting to see Robbins or Beckey describing routes as VI and VI
plus instead ofF'9 and F'lo: and if one reads Tom Higgins' article on climbing
at Tuolome Meadows or listens to the grape-vine, they are near, or have al
ready passed into 'the absolute limit of the humanly possible' with their VII
or F'll. Surely a cornice (Fig 13) is the opposite to a ledge, or at least much
nearer a roof (Fig. 18). Doug Tompkins writes very well on the 1968 expedition
to FitzRoy. There are articles on the Cordillera Blanca, Cordillera Real in
Bolivia, Chimborazo in Ecuador and Nuristan in the Hindu Kush. There are
also accounts of the new mountains, faces and ridges climbed in Alaska and
Canada, (one crack, It in wide, 1400 ft long on Lotus Flower Tower in the
North-West Territories). To finish there is the invaluable 'Climbs and
Expeditions'. Congratulations to H. Adams Carter and his team for continuing
the good work. Mick Burke

The British magazines Until recently the only authoritative mountaineering
periodicals in Britain were the club journals, and there seemed an obvious
niche for a magazine run on proper commercial lines. Not only did Alpinismus
research an English edition, but two of the biggest publishing groups initiated
projects which were later dropped on the grounds of financial unjustifiability.
Yet in 1969 there were three magazines, all operating in the mountaineering
field, and all apparently healthy.

In fact, the three are difficult to compare because they differ as widely in their
appeal and content as in their editorial expertise. But any commercial periodical
lives or dies on its advertising content, for subscriptions can be relied upon to
pay for little more than the printing ink, and as all three must compete for the
same advertisers, competition in that field at least must be quite deadly!

The Climber and Rambler first appeared in 1962 and claims a circulation today
of around I 3,000-about twice that of its competitors. It is published monthly
at 2S 6d by George Outram & Co., Castle Douglas, Lanarkshire, a large firm of
newspaper proprietors, and as one might expect it is the most commercial and
conservative of the three. Nearly one-quarter of its content is advertising, often
confused by a surfeit of advertising-linked editorial copy, which is a pity.
Its market is a wide one, covering hill-walker, orienteer and strictly non-tiger
climber ... no doubt a profitable formula.

Most contributors are well-known names writing regular articles. Of particular
value were MacInnes' how-to-do-it series on winter climbing and Dr Gordon
Waddell on medical topics; Climber, incidentally, is the only magazine of the
three to run instructional features. John Disley writes each month on 'Orien-
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teering' with great expertise. Harry Griffin is always readable and Walt
Unsworth introduces us to areas such as Glencoe, Arran and Nevis, while
Showell Styles contributes a twelve-part series on 'First Ascents'. I like to
see a correspondence column, but surely letters claiming the youngest XS
lead, and 'three hours for the record time up the Old Man of Hoy' (Brown
and Crew made the second ascent in half that time when it was still loose
and there were no bolts in place) are both unnecessary and out of context.
I dislike too many reviews of sleeping-bags, and I particularly dislike articles
by verbose schoolmasters on how large parties of youths narrowly escaped
death. The graphics, layout and illustration are very poor, but relieved by
R. B. Evans's excellent drawings, and Cumberpatch's brilliant cartoons.
Climber has a winner there! I am always amused by the 'Round the Compass'
news section with such sub-headings as 'Scouts want £10,000', 'Fabian
pamphlet on Recreation', 'Rambler retires', 'Dogs benighted' and 'Noahs Ark
found'. Despite usually steering clear of controversy, it was left to Climber
to have the succinct last word on the McCullum affair in which both Mountain,
Rocksport and the Sunday Times had participated.

Rocksport started on a duplicating machine in 1968, and is now a semi-glossy,
published bi-monthly at 2S 6d by a private syndicate of young climbers in
Cardiff (Les Ainsworth and Phil Watkin, 56 Carisbrooke Way, Cardiff CF3
7HW). That none are professional journalists and the magazine is produced
in their spare time is commendable, even though the production and quality
suffer. But every issue is better than the last as the publishers gain in experience
and know-how. Rocksport caters mainly for the rock-climber in Britain and
I find its contents rather thin, but judging by the advertising it attracts, the
recipe is a successful one. The technical features, describing such things as
the Penberthy knot, I thought good, and I liked the Ward-Drummond
interview and Dennis Gray's piece on Arthur Dolphin. These ideas could well
be expanded. The correspondence column is particularly lively. Among the
few regular features is 'Selected Routes', in which readers are invited to
describe their climbing experiences in creative terms. Occasionally a gem
results, but often a trite epic. In February there was a pull-out interim guide
to a place called Stannington Ruffs, and in December the first of a new series
of pull-out pin-ups of great crags, in this case a picture of Cloggy commis
sioned originally by the Observer Colour Magazine. Both good ideas. Illustra
tion-wise the editors try very hard, often with poor material, but sometimes
they win and there is promise of a great improvement in graphics in 1970.
At first glance Rocksport could be a chatty version of New Climbs (Climbers'
Club), but there is rather more to it than that.

Mountain, too, is a bi-monthly, is published by a Y.H.A. subsidiary (Mountain,
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I02a Westbourne Grove, London W2), and costs the peculiar price of 3s 9d
(annual rate £I 2S; abroad $3). The editor, Ken Wilson, is well known in
climbing circles as a dedicated idealist, and produces a most aesthetically
pleasing journal on a shoe-string budget. By and large his illustration and
graphics are first-rate, as one would expect from an ex-professional pho
tographer-and, what is more, he tries to cover the international mountaineer
ing scene. No doubt this accounts for Mountain's large and increasing sale
abroad, but whether this aim is commercially viable remains to be seen.
Mountain has access to the best talent in its field, it is able to reprint Tejada
Flores' now-famous piece, originally from Ascent, 'The Games Climbers Play'
(also in AJ. 7346), and to commission Patey to write his excellent 'Apes or
Ballerinas' article and the two-part 'Professionals'-a tongue-in-cheek low
down on money-making mountaineers. But not all articles are of the same
calibre, witness two large chunks of railway timetable entitled 'An analysis of
British climbing since the War'. Most ideas are good despite this debacle,
although often there are small inaccuracies, in the history of Coronation Street
at Cheddar (no 6), for example, and in certain Scottish information. One would
suspect that Strone Ulladale was discovered on the front page of Mountain I,

but in fact the Scots had been there fifty years before ... and even the old RRC.
had tried it for size! The 'Information' page is good. It is, perhaps, a pity that
the only attempt at a letter, a complaint at editorial criticism of the Biven
McDermott controversial guide Cornwall, vol. I, was shot down at once ...
so no more letters.

Most pictures are good and used well-the Yosemite and Greenland features
came over nicely but I thought Ulladale very confused, and had St John's
Head got muddled up with Harrison's? I am always delighted to see adver
tising up to the same standard as the editorial graphics in any magazine, and
Mountain is no exception ... there are good advertisements from the Frank
Davies group, Tankey Stokes, and Joe Brown in particular. I detect an editorial
hand somewhere here!

It is consolation to those of us who suspect, quite wrongly, that Mountain is
edited in the public bar of the Padarn Lake Hotel, Llanberis, to realise that
most of its readers drink there on a Saturday night anyway. Seriously though,
despite various shortcomings, I think Mountain is an excellent job and I wish
it every success. John Cleare

Other journals So much published material reaches the A.C. Library
in the course of a year that it is quite impossible to recommend even a tenth
of what is, or may be, of interest. The list of publications received at the Alpine
Club may, however, be of assistance to those whose planning or research must
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be based on up-to-the-minute information. Members requiring information
from recently published journals or other records but who are unable to call
personally should write to the Hon. Librarian who, if told with sufficient
accuracy what to look for, will do his best to provide the information.

The annual mileage of print in the form of Club records would probably
stretch to Everest and back; the problem any reviewer must therefore find
is where to start. Refuge is perhaps best sought in conventionality, so: 'Ladies
first'. The Journal of the Ladies' Alpine Club I969 and the Pinnacle Club Journal
I967-8 make interesting reading. The ladies of these two clubs, who appear to
overlap to a considerable extent, range far afield: from Greenland and Alaska
to Greece, Peru and South Africa. Not for them the kitchen sink and the
fireside chair-there has clearly been more than culinary activity on the British
female front. In comparison with these two journals the jubilee publication of
Nos Montagnes, the journal of the Club Suisse des Femmes Alpinistes, is, dare
one write it, a more feminine publication. A magnificent and striking cover
and a few well-selected photographs go far to make this a most attractive journal.

By rank the international and national publications come next, at any rate
so far as they are not considered elsewhere in this Journal. The U.LA.A.
Bulletins, which appear five times a year, record several important events m:i
the results of much largely unsung research. In particular, the March 1969
issue (No 34) contains the Union's conclusions on 'Gradings of Difficulty'.

Mountaineering, Winter 1969, the official journal of the B.M.C., has abstracted
from the U.LA.A. a short but intriguing article on competitive climbing in
Russia which contrasts tellingly with a reminiscence of Maurice Linnell later
in the journal. Mountaineering seems to be emerging as an authoritative and
lucid publication which deserves the wider circulation which it is presently
seeking.

South America has literature from Chile (Revista Andina) and Argentina
(La Montana). There is less material from the Indian sub-continent, but
we are now arranging to receive Himavanta, the new news-sheet of the
Himalayan Federation, Calcutta, as well as the Newsletters of the Himalayan
Club (in addition to the Himalyan Journal which we already get). It will be
pleasing to see more of a centralising tendency for Himalayan information.

Undoubtedly one must turn to the more parochial publishers for off-beat
tit-bits of news. Where but in the New Zealand Tararua Tramper (monthly
bulletin) would one learn of the ominous habits of the opossum? What but an
American club would advise its intending meet members in a journal, The
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Mountaineer (monthly), to bring stuffed Cornish game-hen on a Thanksgiving
meet. It would be wrong to poke fun at local publications. Many produce
articles of considerable interest. Appalachia (twice a year) in its two 1968
volumes has reproduced the eight papers read to a Mountaineering Medicine
Symposium in New York. The Mountaineer I969 records the creation of the
North Cascades National Park in late 1968. In a more modest way the Cairn
gorm Club Journal I968 (irregular publication) records with disquiet the
possible depredations that may be made upon the Club's own hills.

It is impossible to do more than touch the surface of the multitudinous publi
cations that reach the Alpine Club. Their receipt, however, is acknowledged
with thanks, and their cumulative effect in gathering together information from
all over the world is greatly appreciated. Michael Baker

Periodicals received The Alpine Club library acknowledges with thanks
the receipt of the following publications from all over the world.

Number
annually

Number
annually

Acta Geographica (France)
Akademischer Alpenclub Bern,

Jahresbericht 2

Akademischer Alpenclub Zurich,
Jahresbericht

Akademischer Alpenverein
Munchen, Jahresbericht 1

Alpes Les (S.A.C.) 12

Alpine Climbing (A.C.G.) 1

Alpinismus 12

American Alpine Journal 1

Andina, Revista (Chile) 2

Andino, Club Bariloche, Journal
of

Antarctic Record (Japan)
Appalachia 2

Ardennes et Alpes (Belgium) 4
Ascent (Sierra M.C.) 1

Assocn B.M.S.A.C. Journal 1

Berggids, De (Dutch) 6
Bergkamerad, Der
Bergsteiger, Der 12

British Ski Year Book (S.C.G.B.)
Cairngorm Club Journal

Cambridge Mountaineering
(C.D.M.C.)

Camping and Outdoor Life
(Camping Club of G.B.)

Canadian Alpine Journal
Canterbury Mountaineer (N.Z.)
Climber and Rambler
Climbers' Club Bulletin
Climbers' Club Journal
Deutschen Alpenvereins,

Mitteilungen des
Eagle Ski Club Yearbook
F.F.M. Bulletin (France)
F.R.C.C. Journal
Geographical Journal
Geographical Review (D.S.A.)
G.H.M. Annales
Himalayan Journal
India C.C. Bulletin
Irish Mountaineering
Jugend am Berg (included in

D.A.V. Mitteilungen)
Kenya, Mountain Club of,

Bulletin

1

1

12

1

1

12

12

2
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Number Number
annually annually

Ladies' Alpine Club Journal 1 Pinnacle Club Journal 1

M.A.M. Journal 1 Planiska Vestnik (Glasilio)
Manchester University M.C., Planiska Zveze (Slovenije)

Journal Polar News (Japan) 3
Mazama (U.S.A.) Polar Record 3
Montagne et Alpinisme, La Pyreneenne, Revue (C.A.F.

(C.A.F. & G.H.M.) 5 Pyrenean Sections) 4
Montagnes, Nos (Club Suisse des Rassegna Alpina (Italy)

Femmes Alpinistes) 10 Rivista Mensile (C.A.L) 12

Montana (Centro Excursionista Rocksport 6
de Catalunya) 6 Rucksack Club Journal

Montana, La (Argentina) 1 Sangaku (Japanese A.C.)
Mountain 6 Scottish Mountaineering Club
Mountain and Valley (Japan) Journal
Mountaineer (Fed. of Western Ski et Montagne (C.A.F.

Outdoor Clubs, U.S.A.) Pyrenees)
Mountaineering (B.M.C.) 2 Ski Notes and Queries (S.C.G.B.) 4
New Zealand Alpine Journal, South Africa, Journal of M.C. of

and Bulletin Switzerland, News from (Swiss
Ogtibazia (Greece) Tourist Office)
Osterreichischen A1penvereins, Tararua Tramper (N.Z.)

Mitteilungen des 6 Taternik (Poland) 4
Osterreichische Alpenzeitung Til Fjalls (Sweden) 1

(O.A.K.) 6 Uganda, Bulletin of M.C. of 1

Osterreichische Bergsteigerzeitung 12 U.LA.A. Bulletin 5
Outdoors (Physical Edn. Assocn) Universo I' (LG.M., Italy)
Oxford Mountaineering Wayfarers' Journal

(O.U.M.C.) Wierchy (Poland)
Peiialara (Spain) 4 Yorkshire Ramblers' Club Journal
Peruana de Andinismo, Revista I
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